


In each question, one sentence is given in which certain words 

are in bold and numbered from A to E. Below the sentence are 

given five options with  possible pairs of interchange of those 

bold words. Choose the pair(s) of words which are needed to 

be interchanged to make the sentence grammatically correct 

and meaningful.



(A) According to the World Bank, India (B) 

accounted for the world's largest number of poor 

people in 2012 using revised (C) methodology 

to (D) massive poverty, reflecting its (E) 

measure population.

1. A-B and C-D

2. D-E

3. B-C

4. A-C and B-D

5. B-E



Some critics of Italian fascism have said that much of 

the (A)bolster was merely a by-product of unprincipled 

(B)opportunism by Mussolini and that he changed his 

political stances merely to (C)ideology his personal 

ambitions while he (D)purposeful them as being 

(E)disguised to the public.

1. A-C and D-E

2. A-E

3. B-D and C-E

4. A-B

5. B-E



A (A)flaw in the security of the Election 

Commission of India website was putting the 

(B)potentially information of (C)personal every voter 

in India at (D)risk, revealing (E)sensitive information 

such as names, phone numbers, and email addresses.

1. A-E and C-D

2. C-E

3. B-C

4. A-B and D-E

5. A-C



(A)Touted between your wants and your needs 

is (B)distinguishing by personal finance 

(C)experts as the holy (D)grail to a better 

(E)financial life.

1. B-D 

2. A-D and B-E

3. C-E

4. B-C and D-E

5. A-B



(A)Unlike the US, where many millennials are likely to be 

worse off than their parents, India’s young millennials are 

looking to live (B)better and are (C)segmentation on 

technology to make their lives simpler, which would make 

it one of the world’s (D)youngest countries by 

demographic (E)betting.

1. A-B and D-E

2. B-C and C-D

3. A-C

4. B-E

5. C-E



In the following question, one part of the sentence has an error. 

Read the sentence to find the error and mark the corresponding 

option. If the sentence has no error choose option 5 ‘No error’ 

as your answer.



If the product is geared towards(1)/ a younger 

audience, then social (2)/ media platforms like 

Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter (3)/ might be 

the best ways to reach that audience.(4)/ No 

error(5)

1. 1

2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

5. 5



The United Nations recommended (1)/ holding a 

plebiscite to settle the (2)/ question of whether 

the state (3)/ would joined India or Pakistan.(4)/ 

No error(5)

1. 1

2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

5. 5



Telephone networks and the (1)/ internet had 

been cut in the (2)/ region in the days before the 

(3)/ presidential order was announced.(4)/ No 

error(5)

1. 1

2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

5. 5



In the given question, a sentence is given with a part of it 

missing and represented by a blank. Choose the phrase that 

can be placed in the given blank to make a meaningful and 

grammatically correct sentence.



The economic contraction precipitated by the virus –

and _________the World Bank to lead to a severe 

depression – is sure to be brutal.

1. pretended by

2. predicted by 

3. attained by

4. noticed by

5. None of these



There __________ construction teams were ignoring 

the government’s physical distancing rules during the 

lockdown.

1. have been declaration that

2. have been cued that

3. have been understood that

4. have been claims that

5. None of these



The ease with which data sharing has occurred in the 

pandemic might signal __________.

1. a shift in direction

2. a shift in education

3. development of science

4. a shift in perceptions

5. None of these



Four global drinks giants ________________ more 

than half a million tonnes of plastic pollution in six 

developing countries each year, enough to cover 83 

football pitches every day.

1. are trying to reduce

2. are responsible for

3. are collaborating for

4. are planning for

5. None of these



And the uncooperative galaxies sometimes relocate 

_______ the scientists looking for them. 

1. compensating for 

2. without bothering to tell

3. without initiating

4. without being told

5. None of these



In the following passage, some words have been deleted. 

Select the most appropriate option to fill in each blank.



Opera refers to a dramatic art form, originating in Europe, in which 

the emotional content is ___(1)___ to the audience as much 

through music, both vocal and instrumental, as it is through the 

lyrics. By contrast, in musical theater, an actor's dramatic 

performance is ___(2)___, and the music plays a lesser role. The 

drama in opera is ___(3)___ using the primary elements of theater 

such as scenery, costumes and acting. However, the words of the 

opera, or libretto, are sung ___(4)___ than spoken. The singers are 

___(5)___ by a musical ensemble ranging from a small 

instrumental ensemble to a full symphonic orchestra.



Opera refers to a dramatic art form, originating in 

Europe, in which the emotional content is ___(1)___ to 

the audience as much through music, both vocal and 

instrumental, as it is through the lyrics. 

Select The most appropriate option to fill in blank 

number 1.

1. Distinguished

2. Anticipated

3. Conveyed

4. Complicated

5. Interrupted



By contrast, in musical theater, an actor's dramatic 

performance is ___(2)___, and the music plays a lesser 

role. 

Select The most appropriate option to fill in blank 

number 2.

1. Adversary

2. Complimentary

3. Visionary

4. Necessary

5. Primary



The drama in opera is ___(3)___ using the primary 

elements of theater such as scenery, costumes and 

acting. 

Select The most appropriate option to fill in blank 

number 3.

1. Presented

2. Experimented

3. Tainted

4. Fainted

5. Unwanted



However, the words of the opera, or libretto, are 

sung ___(4)___ than spoken. 

Select The most appropriate option to fill in blank 

number 4.

1. Whether

2. Rather

3. Blather

4. Twaddle

5. Jabber



The singers are ___(5)___ by a musical ensemble 

ranging from a small instrumental ensemble to a full 

symphonic orchestra. 

Select The most appropriate option to fill in blank 

number 5.

1. Denied

2. Contradicted

3. Bullied

4. Accompanied

5. Rejected
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